Dovre Astroline 3 with a Pedestal
Cast iron has many advantages – durability, better heat retention and longevity, as well as the ability to be
crafted into a huge variety of shapes and textures, giving aesthetic beauty and immediate appeal whether your
interior style is traditional or contemporary.
Over the decades, Dovre’s product range has been continuously developed and refined. Today, its wood
burning and multi-fuel stoves offer advanced clean burn technology for improved combustion
efficiency and care for the environment. Its air wash systems help keep the door glass clean, whilst there are
also many models fuelled with the convenience of gas or electricity.
Whatever your choice - wood, multi-fuel, gas or electric – your Dovre stove or fireplace will be beautifully
reliable and built to the uncompromising standards you would expect from our Scandinavian heritage.

With sleek and contemporary styling, Dovre’s new Astroline 3 not only offers you an exceptional view of the fire
but also a choice of two distinctive variants as well as either wood burning or multi-fuel versions of each. The
state-of-the-art clean burn combustion system provides stunning flames within the firebox and these can be
seen from more than 180o thanks to the angled glass side panels and the large main window. Combustion and
efficiency is also aided by an outside air connection which can reduce draughts within your room.
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W x H x D: 515 x 1140 x 420
Nominal Capacity: 8kW (270m3)
Maximum Capacity: 10kW (335m3)
Outlet Ø: 150mm
Weight: 145kg
Fuel: Multi-Fuel
All cast iron construction
Air was system
High efficiency up to 76.7%
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